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Idea of Hepynet
❖ What does Hepynet mean?

 High energy physics, python-based, neural-network assistant framework

❖ What does Hepynet do?

 major features

 for HEP Analysis: performs typical MVA studies in physics analysis with NN

 Config Driven: all tasks defined by simple config file(s)

 Python Based: codes are written in pure Python

 based on Keras with TensorFlow backend

❖ The goal of the Hepynet

 quick set up for new studies/analyses

 no need to write any code for NN as users

 good records of NN study history

 each config file defines a study

 joint efforts of developers

 the functionality developed by one person can be applied to another person’s analysis easily
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GitHub: Hepynet/hepynet

https://github.com/Hepynet/hepynet
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Core Packages Used in Hepynet

❖ Data I/O

 uproot: ROOT files ↔ pandas DataFrame

 pandas: data processing for training & evaluation

❖ Training

 Keras/TensorFlow: neural network framework widely used in industry

 scikit-learn: assists training process

❖ Tuning

 Ray-Tune: experiment execution and hyperparameter tuning at any scale

❖ Plot

 matplotlib: python plotting
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https://pypi.org/project/uproot/
https://pandas.pydata.org/
https://keras.io/
https://www.tensorflow.org/
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
https://docs.ray.io/en/master/tune/index.html
https://matplotlib.org/


Config files

❖ Use YAML format to specify the details of a training

❖ 3 different type of jobs/configs

 train/tune/apply

❖ Including 6+1 different sections

▪ config: include other config files 

▪ job: config job type and job properties

▪ input: specify input files and pre-processing procedures

▪ train: define the model structure/strategy for the training

▪ tune: schedule the auto hyperparameter tuning task

▪ apply: book evaluation jobs to check model properties and dump output for fitting

▪ run: contains some information needed during running

▪ dynamically created during running
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Config files Sections – config/job/input

❖ config

 support recursive including, 
overwrite in order

❖ job

 set up job type, save directory, 
random seed and other general job 
settings

❖ input

 specify input source

 pre-processing procedures
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Config Files Sections - train

❖ train

 choose model class

 set up hyperparameters

 set up monitored metrics

 set up early-stopping strategy
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Config Files Sections - tune

❖ tune

 set up algorithms for automatic 
hyperparameters tuning

 multiple algorithm supported by Ray: 
Optuna, HyperOpt, BayesOpt… 

 set up search space

 dimensions

 range, distribution…
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Note: the search progress can 

be resumed if the job stopped 

during the running accidently



Config Files Sections - apply

 config

 book and set up needed studies
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Part of Outputs Examples



Summary

❖ Hepynet is being developed to help set up (D)NN studies in HEP analysis 

with simple configs

❖ The development is still at early stage

 being improved based on usage at several ongoing analysis

❖ Suggestions and joint efforts for development as user/developer are really 

welcomed and appreciated
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Backups
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Recent Development Status

❖ Short-term update plan

 [TODO] multi-class training support

 already existed before

 need to update for new data structure

 [Done] Bayesian optimization functionality

 already existed before

 need to improve flexibility

 need to rethink about how to set up surrogate model better

 [WIP] better documentations

 [WIP] bug-fix during usage in different analysis

❖ Long-term update directions

 better plotting

 support more DNN strategy (for example CWola)

 convert model to the formats that can be used in analysis framework (ONNX)

 customized NN code injection

 performance optimization for large data (> 10 GB)

 …
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Usage
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Running Outputs Example (train)
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